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Blurbs and the Village
- On the Entertaining and Educational World of Book Promotion-
Brad DeMond
The Village Voice is an interesting paper, but it isn't one that I buy, not only because I've
never seen it on sale in Kyoto (where I live), but also because, as a straight white male (non-Jewish
and without any disabilities), its emphasis on "the marginalized" has always limited its appeal to
me. This was so even when I briefly lived and worked in Manhattan, and the power of place was
so much stronger and more immediate. The other day, though, I found a stack of copies of the
Voice bundled in the hallway of the university where I teach. Curious as to what people in the Big
Apple were thinking these days, and ever on the lookout for English reading material that's out
of the ordinary and might even be of use in my classes, I picked them up and carried them back
to my office.
The cover features were pretty much what I would expect of the Voice: "The Return of the
New York Jew, "The Black Lesbian Inside Me, '"Racism on the Runway" (about modelling not
airports). And the writing style had not changed from what I remembered it to be. In the review
of a woman s rock band, for example: "…the casual glee with which these five anarcho-butch
leather dykes puncture the smug assumptions of male supremacists and vanilla feminists alike is
so refreshing you want to bathe in their attitude just to clean your head." Well, maybe.
Mixed in with all of these was a copy of the Voice LiteraりSupplement (VLS), something that
I didn t know the Voice even produced. And on the cover of the first supplement I found was a
picture of author Patrick O'Brien, an aging, dapper man from Britain whose series of sea-faring
tales have gotten mostly good reviews and attracted a large readership. In the vernacular, when
it comes to tales of the high seas, 0 Bnen is "the genuine article." So inside this pile of old Voices
I had found an Easter egg: something new and good which I had not known existed. I put the VLS
on my desk and began to read, but soon realized that the O'Brien article was not about his books
but a review of the critical reception to them - that is, a discussion of views, a very New York
accretion of opinions about someone else's creative work. A bit disappointed, I happened to glance
at a book ad at the border of the page and a blurb: Under the Feet of Jesus- '"Blends lyricism,
harsh realism and a concern for social justice. Stunning.'" Ah, I was back on the Easter egg path.
A blurb, by the way, is one of those short, catchy quotes printed on the cover of a book to
encourage people to buy it, for example, "I picked up this book and couldn't put it down." or "If
you re the kind of person who reads only one book a year, make sure that this is it." But these,
which I just made up, would never make it as blurbs because they're too bland (in uptown New
York-ese, they don't leave any "residue"). Blurbs these days have to contain powerful, emotive
adjectives and verbs such as "searing, "riveting, '"harrowing," and 'stunning." Here are a few
examples (taken from different ads in the VLS):
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"A riveting personal account…"
"A disturbing and beautifully written account‥."
"…his transcendent and disturbing new novel."
"a…harrowing, human comedy. '
The basic message that the publishers want to put across is that these are not just any ordinary
books they re offering. A reader out for a searing, riveting, harrowing, stunning encounter would
be a fool to pass them up.
Other descriptors are also used which, it must be said, tend to repeat themselves from one ad
to another: "wry and provocative," "vivid and evocative," "sly and wistful," "artfully crafted"
(also "faultlessly crafted"), and "richly annotated but readable."
Some blurbs take a different tack; instead of just singing a book's praises, they ask a question
to pique readers'curiosity (and, hopefully, prompt them to buy the book):
Twenty-five years ago there were only a handful of patients in the history of
Western medicine who had been diagnosed as having `multiple personalities.'Today
there are people receiving treatment for `Multiple Personality Disorder'in cities
throughout North America. Why did this baffling syndrome suddenly appear?
Im sure I don't know.
In these ads, and on the covers of most paperbacks, there are generally two types of blurbs,
the publisher's laudatory "descriptive" blurb which leads into one or more (usually a lot more) '
"testimonial" blurbs from newspapers and magazines or admiring writers. This is as if the
publisher is saying, "Hey, this book is great, and if you don't believe me, then get a load of this,"
as in this example from the VLS:
Descriptive blurb from the publisher:
Acclaimed for his incisive and controversial explorations of art, literature, and
society, Leo Bersani now addresses homosexuality in America.
Testimonial blurb from a reviewer:
Perhaps no one since Leo Bersani in Is the Rectum a Grave? has written so convinc-
mgly against the danger of homosexual assimilation…."
As in the promotion of any product (in this case, books), I sometimes get the impression that
this blurb writing, or "blurbing," as it's called, may be only peripherally connected to the quality
and value of the book being marketed; that is, at least to some extent, blurbing must be a currency
of exchange between writers and publishers for favors earned and owed. I especially think in this
way when I see a blurb such as this: " a book to ponder, to read and reread, to share with other
lovers of literature, to give as a gift - which is what this book was to me."
Seriously, though, this whole blurbing practice must at times be pretty trying for the people
involved. (The poet Donald Hall has stated outright, "I don't do blurbs.") For one thing, no matter
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how deep a writer's creative juices may flow, it just can't be that easy to keep finding new ways
of enthusiastically emoting about a book, thus the tendency toward repetition in laudatory
couplets. And the authors of the target books must themselves feel on the spot sometimes, as
protective of their works as parents are of也eir children, and just as concerned as to what people
think of them.
In addition to the blurbs, another method the publishers used in the VLS to attract attention
to their books was to include photos of the authors in the ads. This is something I like, because
I think writers'faces are interesting, out of the ordinary, with studied expressions that say, "I
have more on my mind than just pizza and a video." And judging from the photos in the VLS ads,
the authors had a great deal more on their minds than pizza and a video. Their expressions were,
in turn, intense, pensive, wistful, contemplative, cryptic, provocative, and, I think, challenging
("Hey, whatta you lookin'at?). Most tended to gaze directly at the camera, but others looked
away, eyes locked in the thousand・yard artistic stare on a distant star in the creative cosmos. One
woman sat with hand to forehead, fingers tangled in her hair, apparently deep in thought.
Another, the author of "Thank You For Smoking-"a savagely funny satirical farce… The perfect
antidote to the 1990s,耳nd a fellow who was apparently unused to the marketing side of writing
and not particularly interested in it, looked at the camera with a resigned expression that seemed
to say, "Just take the damn picture and get it over with. But writing is a generally anonymous
pursuit in which the names and not the faces of "best-selling" writers are known, and it is good,
I think, to see the human aspect of the minds behind the hands that pen these words.
There really were some ads that made me want to go right out and buy the books they
blurbed. Bill McKibben, one of my favorite authors, wrote a blurb for a novel called Holly: "Bill
French has found a new way to write English. His cadence will hypnotize you, and then he will
whisper things in your ear仙at you won t forget." Al也ough I trust Bill McKibben's judgement,
I have no easy way of buying也e book from Japan.
I finished looking through the book ads and turned to the back pages of the literary
supplement. Here the ads are not written by authors but by a motley crew of copy writers and
business owners, and consequently make no literary or artistic claims. One of my favorites was
the ad for Manny's Music ("New York's Musical Landmark") with the line, "Tourists, Kids and
Parents, Pros and Wankers more也an welcome." Ano也er was an ad for a pair of women singers
performing at a club: "Funny folk tunes with feminist lyrics - these women are the real grrrls."
Perhaps the most polished, though, was an "announcement" from Philip Morris, the company
地at brings Marlboro and other "favorite" (according to PM) cigarettes to the world. Philip
Morris recently had to recall several of its brands of cigarettes because of some "contaminated"
material in仙em which "could resdt in temporary irritation or discomfort." The ad,仙ough, was
reassuring: "For a very short time - no more than a few days - you may not be able to find
your favorite Phillip Morris cigarettes at you local stores. We are in the process of manufacturing
and shipping new product now... We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause you."
Pretty smooth! I don't know what Madison Avenue agency wrote this, but I think that certain
groups in Columbia engaged in the "manufacturing and shipping" of controlled substances, or
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anyone else who wanted some quick image rehab, would do well to call them.
I closed the copy of the VLS feeling oddly pleased. In spite of it being the "information age"
and the age of "the Net," a time when, some say, books are becoming little more than obsolete
footnotes to movies, videos, and on-line information, today's book ads and their blurbs say that
this is not so. Publishing, judging from the competition, seems to be a thriving business, though
perhaps not a very profitable one. New books are being printed by the dozens, perhaps by the
hundreds, and their titles and the names of their authors are being trumpeted around town. All
of this, I think, is to the good. And the ads, with their "disturbing and provocative" hyperbole and
"brilliant and audacious" demands to be taken seriously, are fun in themselves.
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